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Universities siphoning funds?
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - John D.
MUlett, chancellor of the Ohio
Bout]
of Regents, told the Ohio House Committee on Health, Education and Welfare
yesterday that state universities are
improperly siphoning off funds intended
for undergraduate education to support
graduate studies.
•This is wrong, improper," MUlett
said.
Questioned by Norman Murdoch (R70 Cincinnati) MUlett said regents have
no authority over internal management
at state-supported universities.
He added, "I'm not laying we should

increase In student instructional charges
and a hike in aid to low Income students,
or whether charges should be reduced for
aU students.
Another point of concern, he said, is
the relationship of state and private
colleges.
HE TOLD the committee, for
example, that at the Ohio State
Universlty'sMansfield branch, students
pay $510 to enroll for three quarters and
if they go to Ashland College, a private
institution 20 miles away, they would pay
11,800.

Money used to support grad programs
hare."
MURDOCH ASKED MUlett if he
hopes for a change in regents' powers
and Millet said the board is "expecting
some."
He said some universities are more
flagrant in violating
appropriation
laaMinthsn.bwthedecUned

to name the Institutions which are particular violators.
MUlett told the committee he would
recommend higher state appropriations
for undergraduate education rather than
for financing studies beyond the first four
years of college.
He said expenditures have indicated
that the universities are providing

graduate education at the expense of
undergraduate education.
This was the second time in a year
MUlett has criticized diversion of appropriations from their Intended use.
ABOUT A YEAR ago he charged
some major state universities were
diverting operating funds Intended for
their branch campuses to use at the home

institutions.
Reviewing the proposed regents'
master plan for higher education MUlett
said his board and the legislature must
face several questions during the 1970s.
One, he said. Is where the state plans
to go In financing higher education.
He noted that of primary importance
to regents is whether there should be an

Will aid promotions

Council acquires
evaluation plans
By Damon Beck
Issue Editor
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THEY DIDN'T CALL this place the Black
Swamp for nothing. Would you believe this

happily babbling brook is
located
on
campus?

temporarily

NLRB rules in favor
of local projectionists
The National Labor Relations Board
recenUy ruled in favor of two Bowling
Green movie projectionists in a year long
union dispute with the Clazel Theater
ownership.
The two men are still out of jobs,
however, as the decision is being appealed to the same board by the theater
owner, Jack Armstrong.
Richard Earl and John Durilat,
represented by Local 218 of the Toledo
Moving Picture Machine Operators
Union were given their jobs back by the
board in November, according to the

union's president Ralph Cobourne.
They were also granted a six per cent
interest on their salaries after reinstatement to make up for lost back-pay.
'THE GOVERNMENT ruled the two
were fired solely because they had joined
our union. They aren't back at work
though. Mr. Armstrong is appealing the
ruling," Cobourne said.
Armstrong had no comment on the
Issue.
The dispute began nearly a year ago
when Earl and Durilat were fired from
the Clazel, and daily picketting of the

theatre by Local 228 ensued. The union
also marched around the construction
site of Armstrong's Cinema I and II
theaters, holding up work there for a
short while In the summer.
"We still have rotating picketts at
Cinema in Bowling Green every
evening," Cobourne said.
"They're
composed of union members from Toledo
as well as Bowling Green projectionists."
Cobourne said he was unsure when
Armstrong's appeal would be heard,
since It was being held up through red
tape in the courts.

Student Council has purchased a new
farm for a professor-course evaluation
which Dean of Faculties Dr. Stanley
Cuff man will use to aid In determining
facu'ty raises, promotions and tenure.
The plan, which was obtained from
the University of Illinois for $480, will be
offered to each department for use next
qearter and will be adapted to the
University computer.
"Each department will have to use
seme kind of evaluation next year," Jeff
Sherman, council vice president of rules
and regulations, said. "They can make
op their own, use another department's
form or use ours. We are more or less
providing them with a service."
THE PLAN CAN BE changed or
adapted to each department's needs and
will take the place of the form used at
registration last year, which drew only a
30 per cent response, according to
Sherman.
The College of Business Administration will use the same form it
presently uses.
'"We feel to have real good teaching
here you have to find what is coming
across to the students," Sherman said.
'To do that you have to have the students
tell you."
Sherman said the popular phrase
"publish or perish" will be modified by
the influence of the evaluations to
"produce in the classroom or perish."
Other factors - like meeting, attendance, teaching awards, rating in the
department. Involvement in research
and publishing and "exceptional contributions to the University community"
- wUl also be taken into consideration for
promotions, tenure and raises, according
to Dr. Coffman.
Sherman said he was confident that

the professor-course evaluations will be a
"great part of the faculty's evaluation,"
Dr. Coffman will make.

He said the most resistance to student
evaluations In the past has been from the
college of Arts and Sciences.

THE EVALUATIONS will run over a
three-quarter period to give the faculty
members time to gain feedback from two
previous quarters' results, Sherman
said.
He said that If a professor doesn't
adjust to the students' needs after three
quarters, he would not "necessarily be
out" but the fact would be taken into
consideration.
Coffman said the level of acceptance
of the evaluation was "spotty" and a
canvass of the department heads would
have to be made to see which would use
the Illinois form.

ONE DEPARTMENT in the college
used a student evaluation form and was
surprised by the student reaction, Coffman said.
"Some of what they thought were
their best people were cut up so bad by the
student evaluations," Dr. Coffman said,
"they never came back to me for more
money for forms this quarter."
Sherman said the evaluations should
give the professor who spends his time
teaching the benefit and credit for good
teaching rather than the one who spends
his time In research and writing, and
because of this, neglects his teaching.

Free parking ok'd
for handicapped
Students with medical disability
parking slips will no longer be required to
feed the parking meters if their
authorized parking spot Is in a metered
zone.
The poll A change enacted this week
will be of no extra charge to the students
involved, said Robert Ott, Director of
Parking Services.
The' News last week reported
discrepancies in medical disability
parking privileges, in which some
students complained that they were
recently being ticketed for not feeding
meters in the lots where they were
assigned to park.
IN ANOTHER MOVE, the lot next to
McDonald Quadrangle, now a faculty-

staff parking area, will be changed to the
same status it held last year.
The ruling change will aUow commuter students to park in the north end
(Lot 3), and faculty-staff to park .in the
south end (lot J).
According to Ott, a survey concluded
that the entire lot was not needed for
faculty-staff parking.
The lot had been limited to facultystaff parking last year to accommodate
the renovation of Thurstin St., said Ott.
Now that that is completed the lot will be
returned to its former status.
The change may not be final until
spring quarter, but Parking Services is
working to restore the designation before
that time.Ottsaid.

Coach Conibear to resign at season's end
By Harold Brown
Sports Editor
Head Bowling Green Basketball
Coach Bob Conibear announced Us
resignation yesterday morning, effective
at the end of the current season.
Conibear, 42, is In his third year as the
head Falcon mentor. His overall record
at Bowling Green is 29-37.
The resignation was announced
before the basketball team left for
Kalamazoo. Michigan for a game last
night with Western Michigan.
The
players were not aware of the resignation
when they left Bowling Green.
"In aU fairness to the basketball
program at Bowling Green, I feel it is
best to step down at the end of the current
season," Conibear said. "This year has
probably been a bigger disappointment
to me than anyone," he continued.

wooeeoer... |w-m#^wvsigj

"BASKETBALL HAS meant alot to
me and it has been the biggest part of my
life. But I believe a change is best at this

time."
In accepting Conibear's resignation,
Athletic Director Robert G. Bell said,
"Coming in as a new man to Bowling
Green, it has been particularly difficult
for me to assess the basketball situation
and I don't believe in change for the sake
of change."
"However, after discussing the
basketball program and all of its
ramifications with Bob, we agreed that
his resignation at the end of the season
would be in the best interests the
basketball program and Bowling Green
State University."
"ALTHOUGH I'VE KNOWN Bob
Conibear for only a short time I know he
is a fine gentleman and that coaching
basketball is a major part of his life. I
wish him weU for the rest of the season
and in his future endeavors, whether they
be at BG or in the coaching profession,"
Dr. Bell concluded.
Conibear's future plans are indefinite
at this time, although he could assume a
fuUtime teaching position in the Health

and Physical Education Department as
an assistant professor.
Dr. BeU said no immediate plans for
naming a successor for Conibear have
been formulated but added that assistant
coach Pat Haley would be given strong
consideration for the post.
CONIBEAR TOOK OVER the head
coaching reigns after BUI Fitch, now
head coach of the Cleveland Cavaliers,
resigned in the spring of 1968. Prior to
that Conibear served as freshman coach
with a 224) record. He came to Bowling
Green in 1964.
Before coming to Bowling Green
Conibear served as head basketbaU
coach at Detroit's Northeastern High
School where he led his teams to a 117-39
record.
Haley returned to Bowling Green last
fall after coaching high school basketball
for three years and spending two years
as assistant coach at the University of
Dayton. Hegraduated from BGSUin
1963.

Bell..coach-hunting
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it's inevitable

the die has been cast
Mails McCrabb
Guest Columnist

Coaching a basketball team Is like being a general In a
war.
Yog prepare the troops as best you can, then
helplessly watch them win or get torn to shreds.
And much like a war, a victory is largely just a postponement ot the day when the "grim reaper" knocks on
the locker room door. It's inevitable. As nations rise and
tall in the interminable march of time, so do basketball
teams.
After a string of losing battles, a general must not only
keep up the morale of the troops, but cope with the interference of the fat, cigar puffing armchair warriors
back home.
It's small wonder that generals, and coaches, come and
go with the ebb tides of fate.
Bob Conibear Is called the "nice guy."
But so much for these little humanistic touches when
the almighty win-loss record is at stake.
And the machine (a rather absurd machine at that)
marches on.

Forthcoming in the next month or so,
Student Council will hold both the election for the student body officers, and the
election for the student representative to
the Board of Trustees.
The last attempt at placing a student

tax reform

I am grateful for your fine editorial of
Friday, February 12, dealing with
Wednesday's scheduled 'anti-war' rap
session in 105 Hanna. Your suggestion
about a Peace Week is a sound one; and
we shall certainly hope to work over this
idea for possible suggestions to the
Administration.
In my view the problem of the
University 'type' is to find many and
imaginative ways of working to force the
system to use a far better scheme of
values; and this requires strong and
definite-well-publicized pressure activities. There is no other way to operate
within a deomocracy except to educate
and arouse the better sentiments of the
people. We have to win friends and influence voters within the context of
rewarding our friends and confounding
our enemies at the polls-and at the cash
register.
Needed at this time and during the
next 18 months is a loud and clear affirmation to politicians that the youth of
this country-as well as the not-so-young-want this war 'brought to a screeching
halt' (to use your good phrase), and
without any more deception about
'Vietnamlzation' or some other conman's phrase. We must be a position in

The 34-member task force, established by Governor
Gilligan last November to study the state's tax structure
seems to have come up with the lesser of all evil proposals
for tax reform.
The task force has recommended personal income tax
with "moderately graduated rates," In consideration of
family size and Income. A homestead exemption for the
elderly would allow some tax relief for the retired.
There is a list this long of other proposals and
suggestions made by the force, some of which sound a bit
like political poppycock, but considering that nearly any
reform measure will Involve new and Increasing taxes,
including a graduated tax on personal income and a set
rate on corporate incomes, all we can do Is try to determine which of the stale loaves of proposals will serve the
public's interest best.
The unions plan for a corporate tax but no personal
income tax may sound better to the average working man
at face value, but In the long run, the taxes will be paid by
the consumer-and not at a rate graduated according to
salary.
The unions want taxes only on natural resources, insurance companies, banks and commerlcal vehicles. Tdo
much of this can backfire on the consumer In the form of
higher prices, and higher insurance and interest rates.
If we must increase our taxes, let it at least be in a way
to prevent the rich from getting richer and the poor from
getting poorer.
The task force consisted of representatives from all of
the major special interest groups In the state, so at least a
representative portion of the state's citizens took part in
formulating the tax reform study.
The union representatives speak for an Individual Interest group.
The News feels that the task force suggestions are the
best available at this time, but we don't discount the Idea
that further study into the issue may be necessary.
A new Income tax Is always a hard lump to swallow.
Further investigation and explanation of the issues can
make the necessity much more palatable.

on the Board met with opposition from
the student body itself over the selection
techniques used by Student Council. But
Council is again using the same
techniques, in effect, as were used in the
now invalidated election.
The committee to be appointed by
Student Council will serve the purpose of
asking the candidates pertinent

question*, and subsequently, the students
will know that the one who ia finally
elected to the Board will be knowledgable
in the wlley ways of the University.
That's what some say.
I say that the regimentation' that
Student Council appears to be tying itself
up in, Just so that the student that is
elected will be up on the bureaucracy is

news Leirers
we're on the outside
every Congressional District in the
country and involved in every Senatorial
race-end even in ever-placid Northwest
Ohio,-to throw out of office those who
support the continuing American
military intervention in the affairs of the
Indochinese people; and to act against
those who vote money for that Intervention. The system can and will
work if we take it in hand and use It
This form of constructive public effort
is not easy. It often seems far more
simple and soul-satisfytr.g to sit around,
and plot some half-baked revolution.'
Actually, whether we are talking about
ending the war or about bringing social
Justice to minority groups in this our
country, our problems can be constructively attacked only by working
within the system.
We must not be too laxy to work at
this. Nor can we be too irrational to
comprehend that In a democracy and a
free society, such as ours certainly is,
those who think they are tearing the
system down by revolution Invariably
end by destroying themselves and
corrupting their causes. That's what
makes life difficult in a democracy.
There aren't any barricades to man;
there are minds and hearts to change.

In spite of some of the wild-eyed
rhetoric for which this month of
February has become famous, this
country is not "fascist," is no "tyranny,"
nor is our constitutional system, our
Jurisprudence, or our legislative activities "racist " in nature or content. We
can get rid of Nixon-Kissenger-Agnew
and many others of our highly paid
warriors In the Government In 1972. And
we can continue to enlarge opportunity
for all Americans in a non-racist
framework of government.
The system is neutral-run by and in
the interest of those who control vote*. It
Is Just as much a potential instrument of
yours as It Is an instrument of the
military-industrial complex (a cliche,
but also something of a fact). We Just
have to work harder because we are
presently on the outside.

L. Edward Shuck, Jr.
Director International Programs

the same bind that will make all the
candidates to look the same.
There ia a better way, Mr. Ford.
If in fact the question and answer
period is to be open to everybody, why
can't Student Council Just let what stone*
which fall, fall.
Let whoever shows up ask the
questions. Supposedly, if the student
body is so apathetic that they won't show
up, by what reasoning do Council
members suppose that the students will
reed the published report of the investigative committee?
Student Council has taken it upon
themselves to run this election for the
Student Representative to the Board of
Trustees. Why they didn't run the
election like all the previous elections
have been run is up for personal conjecture, but the die has been cast and it Is
up to the response, or lack of response, by
the student body to prove or disprove the
actions of Student Council.

Ut's km froH fM
The BG News welcome* all
letters to the editor and opinion
column*. Letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest column* not
be written In direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letter* should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
column* be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintain* the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and column* should
Include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 108 University Hall.

'What Do The Rules Soy About U.S. GROUNDED
Forces In Laos?'

if fakes guts
Written responses to letters that zero in on a person's views about God are few and
far between, maybe because those who express religious preferences in newspapers
are probably attempting to either a.) convince themselves that theirs is the right one
or, b) convert those who may disagree. In either case, who wants to debate the issue?
God is a figment of the Imagination and a construction by the individual into
something in his own terms.
Helen Pendleton's letter indicates her sincerity in the belief that there is only one
road. How absurd. And of course it takes guts to live, but God doesn't make guts.
Faith makes guts. And that doesn't necessarily imply God. God is Helen's word for
faith. Not mine.
BobKlages
3J8 Palmer St.

" "
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forward, troop, to victory!
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
A great deal of confusion has arisen
over whether we have ground combat
troops in Laos.
As you know, Congress has
specifically forbidden the President to
send any there. If he does, it will
unquestionably lead to widening the war - the one between Congress and the
President.
Of course, the Administration admits
we now have "reconnaissance teams"
and "helicopter rescue crews" and
outfits like that in Laos. And while they

are all troops and all on the ground and
all presumably ready to give combat
should the opportunity arise, everyone
agrees they are not ground combat
troops. So that's all right.
As for ground combat troops, the
Administration flatly denies it's sent any
to Laos. An exhastive check shows this is
the unvarnished truth.
What we have in Laos is a ground
combat troop.
The name of our ground combat troop
in Laos, It can now be revealed, Is Corporal Alvin Bartz. The decision to send
him there was not an easy on*.
The President was advised that the

Cooper-Church Amendement prohibiting
"ground combat troops" did not, per se,
prohibit a ground combat troop. Concerned as he was about tbe critical importance of the Laos operation, particularly to the 1972 elections, the
President acted with dispatch.
"Let us send," he said, "every single
troop we can."
Once the decision had been made, the
Pentagon moved with swift military
efficiency. A site was selected in a
marshy swamp ten miles inside Laos for
"Fire Base Barb." The Headquarters
Company was located on a cool hilltop
three miles to Corporal . Bartz' rear.

There was some question about
sending an entire Headquarters Company of 148 officers and men. But as
General Walter K. (Zip) Zapp, now in
charge of the operation, said:
"No
combat troop in history has ever fought
without a Headquarters Company."
A Command Staff of seven was
needed to plan the Corporal's strategy. A
Welfare Officer, Pay Officer and Morale
Officer were required to oversee his
welfare, pay and morale. Four Public
Information Officers (one over quota)
were assigned to insure the public
received no information. And the 134
men were detailed to pick up cigarette
butts.
A Supply Company supplied Corporal
Bartz and a Transportation Company
transported him, his supplies and visiting
Congressmen who came to shake his
hand.
A Regimental Signal Corps Team
handled his communications. And an
Engineering BataUlon was ordered In to
construct the Officers' Club, PX, mess
hall and barracks - in that order.
Still to be decided at a high policy
level is whether Bob Hope and his troupe
will be flown in to entertain Corporal
Bartz at Christmastime, if he can hold
out till then.
It's hoped this will explain why
newsmen have seen so many American
soldiers in Laos.
It should ease
Congressional worries.
True, some Pentagon hawks are now
pushing to double American fire power
In Laos by sending another ground
combat troop to share Corporal Bartz'
foxhole. But the President remains
adamant
"I will not violate the Cooper-Church
Amendment," he says firmly, "no
matter how many non-ground combat
troops it takes."
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City ok's police study
ByJoaaLake
Staff Reporter

H—ytaW b, Dm EIWMM
BOB HORNE, graduate student and
spokesman for the Black Student Union,
said that last week's Black Culture Week

was "probably the best we've ever had" in
terms of attendance and program content.

Spokesman reviews Block Cultore
general apathy here.

By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter
Black Culture Week was
"probably the beat we've ever
had here" in terms of attendance and program content, according to Bob Home,
spokesman for the Black
Student Union (BSU).
Home said his main
criticism of the week is that
many of the people he felt
could have used the week to
learn something did not
participate.
This includes both white
students and professors.
Home said. He added that
people didn't come because
the week was devoted solely to
black culture and because of a

Funds allotted
for course
in leadership
j The Ohio Board of Regents,
under Title I of the Higher
Education Act of 1965, has
awarded a $15,112 community
service and continuing
education grant to the
University for a leadership
training course for MexicanAmerican residents of northwest Ohio.
The grant, and an additional 19,354 contributed by
the Catholic Diocese of
Toledo, La Raza Unida, a
Mexican
American
organization, and four participating educational institutions will finance the 14week course. The course will
be available at three
locations-Findlay, Defiance
and Mary Manse colleges.
Some 120 persons are
expected to enroll In the
course which will deal with the
cultural heritage of Spanishspeaking peoples, in addition
to principles of interpersonal
communication and the role of
leadership
in
social
organizations.
Dr. Delmar M. Hilyard of
Bowling Green's Center for
Communication Studies, is codirecting the project, with
Sylvester Duran of the Toledo
Diocese community relations
office and state chairman ot
La Raza Unida.

He estimated that attendance at the programs was
about 99 per cent black and
one per cent white.
He said the caliber of the
speakers was higher-they
were a different type of
speaker
who
didn't
necessarily say what the
people wanted to hear.
The housing problem for
blacks both on and off campus
is the next major problem the
BSU will tackle. Home said.
He said blacks have to be
sure they will have peace in
their own dorm rooms and
added that there were some
problems encountered by
blacks at local hotels and
motels, as well as in offcampus housing.
Amani, which is the old
Rathskeller, is not being put to
the best use, according to
Home. He said he felt the
room needs to be completely
Afro-American.
Home explained that he
didn't mean the room should
be flosed to whites or
redecorated again, but that
the atmosphere should be
black because Amani is the
only place on campus where
blacks can socialize.
Rap sessions to bring unity
among blacks themselves as
well as with whites, and
programs that are totally
about black subjects should be

going on in order to utilize the
room in the best way. Home
said.
Changes within classes
and curriculum to make them
more black-oriented is
another thing the BSU is
working for, Home said.
Home said he would like to
see black students taught only
by black professors and black
professors teaching only black
students.
Home insisted this is not a
racist statement. "I'm not
anti-white, I'm pro-black," he
explained, adding that few
people were willing to take
care of black problems except
blacks themselves.
A white professor would
have to live In the ghetto
before he could have a clear
understanding of the problems
which have to be dealt with in
teaching a class of blacks, he
said.
More black professors
could be hired by the
University if they were willing
to* set another, higher salary
base for blacks in order to
attract qualified black
professors, he continued.
Home noted that the
problem of supply and
demand makes the higher
salary scale necessary
because black professors are
in great demand today.
The University should also

Crash report compiled
HUNTINGTON, W. Va.
(AP) - A preliminary report
compiled by West Virginia
State Police blames instrument failure for the Nov.
14 Jetliner disaster which
claimed 75 lives near here,
Including most of the Marshall
University football team and
coaching staff.
The report, which does not
carry any legal weight,
contends
instruments
operating inaccurately were
the reason the Jetliner clipped
tree lope and crashed into a
muddy hillside in the worst air
disaster in American sports
history.
Included in the fatalities
were 43 Marshall football
players and coaches and more
than 20 prominent local

FREE COKES
WITH ONE
LARGE
PIZZA

utilize the black population
they already have, including
over 30 black graduate
students, to teach other black
students Home added.
He said all the present
classes In black history and
culture here came out of
pressure put on the Ethnic
Studies department by the

BSU He said pressure is the

only way to make it known
that students want certain
types of classes.
The University gives you a
very good white education,
Home stated, but no black
education.

Soviet sub
surfaces
in Cuban seas
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
Soviet nuclear attack submarine has surfaced in Cuban
waters the Pentagon announced yesterday.
A spokesman said the sub
does not carry missiles but is
designed for antisubmarine
warfare. This was the first
U.S. disclosure that a submarine was among Russian
naval vessels making a new
series of port calls and visits
to Cuba.
Last week, the Pentagon
said three Russian naval
vessels, a guided missilearmed light cruiser, tanker
and a submarine tender had
reached Cuban waters.

citizens.

Sgt. Fred Donohoe of the
Huntington detachment said
Tuesday his report rules out
pilot error and indicates the
crew believed their Southern
Airways DC9 Jetliner was
flying 200-300 feet above its
actual altitude.

#9

City Council appropriated
$3,000 Tuesday night for a
police department study to be
conducted by the Public
Administration Service of
Chicago, Illinois.
This sum represents less
than half of the $7.500 required
for the study.
Pending a
decision by the area Council of
Governments (COG), the
remaining $4,500 will be
financed through federal
funds.
According to City Safety
Director
Walter
Zink,
Tuesday night's appropation,
which was drawn from the
associate
professor
of
City's general fund, "is
By Peggy Schmidt
education, and the other by
merely to assure COG that
Bowling Green has its share of
The opportunity to travel Dr. Adelia Peters, assistant
the expense ready."
abroad while earning credit professor of education.
Dr. Phillips' group will
"I'm almost sure they for participating in studies of
(COG) will approve our ap- their own choosing is spend approximately six
plication", Zink added.
available to all students weeks in three representative
In order for the city of during the spring and summer areas of England and Wales,
while Dr. Peters' group will
Bowling Green to receive the quarters.
federal funds, it must first
The program, a phase of spend their time on the conhave the approval of COG.
Experimental Studies 201, is tinent of Europe.
Although Dr. Phillips'
Mayor F. Gus Skibbie had being offered by the Departearlier indicated that another ment of Education and the group will be studying the
organization would conduct Experimental Studies British school system, each
the study. The mayor is out of Program to both graduate and student will be able to select
the aspect of the subject in
town this week and was not undergraduate students.
available for comment on the
Two separate programs which he is most interested.
More
flexibility
is
matter.
will be operated, one headed
The group he had Indicated by Dr. Trevor Phillips, available in Dr. Peters'
program, since study is not
.
.
.
confined to one area.
MUSIC ScHOOl DreSentS
Up to nine hours of credit
will be given for participation
in the program for education
courses in history and
philisophy,
including
"Rlgoletto," a 120-year-old formances are on sale after 408,490, 589, 592. or 594.
Students who have already
opera by Giuseppe Verdi, has Feb. 20. Seats for the Bowling
been chosen by the School of Green performance, at 8:30 signed up for Dr. Peters'
Music for its sixth annual p.m. March 12, are $3.50 and program have selected
photography and political
$1.50.
grand opera.
Tickets for both Bowling science as their concentration
Three performances of the
opera have been scheduled, Green and Toledo presen- areas.
Since this program is
including one, for the first tations may be ordered by
writing to "Opera','Room 200, working in conjunction with
time, in Toledo.
March 10 is opening night, Shatzel Hail. A stamped, self- other departments on campus,
with a performance for the addressed envelope, as well as it is recommended that a
Flrelands branch of the full payment for the tickets student have a sponsor in his
University at Vermilion High must be enclosed with each particular area, who could act
School. Other performances order, or tickets cannot be as a resource person.
Those opting to take Dr.
are scheduled for March 12 in forwarded.
"the
University's
Main
Auditorium and March 14 in
the Great Hall of the Masonic
Auditorium in Toledo.
Alfred Anderson has the
lead role of Rlgoletto, while
National
WBGU-FM has received newly-established
Virginia Starr plays his notification that it meets the Public Radio Network.
daughter, Gilda. Rex Eikum qualification standards for
The network, scheduled to
is the flirtatious Duke and
public radio as established by begin operations next May,
Warren Allen plays the hired the Corporation for Public will produce in-depth news
executioner, Sparafucile.
Broadcasting, Terry Gott- programming for 100 of the 457
Judith Auer is Sparafucile's schalk, station manager, has public radio stations in the
lovely sister, Maddalena.
United States.
announced.
The remainder of the oast
Gottschalk noted that
Gottschalk said the award
la played by School of Music
gives the station the op- public radio stations in Ohio
students.
Students also portunity to apply for grant operated by Ohio University,
comprise a group of tan funds from the Corporation as the University of Cinncinnati,
"ladies" and eight dancers well as membership in the Ohio State University, Miami
who appear in the production.
Musical background is
provided by a chorus of 24 men
students and the 60-member
University Symphony Orchestra.
Tickets for all three per-

6th annual grand opera

352-5221

Peters' program are invited to
take part in a spring seminar,
which will meet on Monday
evenings from 7-10 p.m. The
purpose of this seminar will be
to not only explore the
cultures of the countries to be
visited, but also to do extensive reading on the
student's area of concentration, as well as to
contact people who might be
of help in Europe.
The decision to take this
seminar for credit is left up to
the student.
Since these
programs are dependent upon
registration of 15-20 persons,
students are encouraged to
sign up as soon as possible,
although applications will be
accepted until spring quarter
begins.
Both groups will depart on
June 14 and return July 22, in
time for the second summer
session of classes. Estimated
cost of the trip is $800 to 1,000,
which Includes round trip air
fare from New York to
Luxembourg, food, accomodations, and tuition.
Students who simply desire
transportation to and from
Europe for $250 can make use
of this flight. An additional
tentative return date is
September IS.
For further information
regarding these programs,
contact Dr. Peters at 372-2481.

WBGU meets qualification standards
University, Youngstown
University and the Columbus
Board of Education will also
be affiliated with the new
network.
From its studios in South
Hali; WBGU-FM broadcasts
from 9 a.m. until 2 a.m.
Monday through Saturday and
from noon until midnight
Sunday. The station operates,
at 88.1 mlllicycleson the FM
dial with 1.350 watts.

WATER BEDS

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
BARB WEBB
450 ASHLEY HALL

WINNER OF
"RAJAH
[99

TO ALL WHO PARTICIPATED

» •

ferent items, Including
department size, testing and
screening, and organization
and structure.
Related items which the
report will cover Include
leadership and supervision,
rules and regulations, inservice training programs,
the
evaluation
and
promotional system.

Foreign study tour
offered for students

CONGRATULATIONS

FREE COKE
WITH ONE
SMALL
PIZZA

is the School of Criminal specialists .n the field of
Justice at Michigan State criminal justice."
The final selection of
University. He had estimated
that this organization could organization which will
conduct the study at ap- conduct the study was made
proximately half the price as from a list submitted to Mayor
Skibbie by Robert Quinnel,
the Chicago service.
At that time, he had also director of law enforcement
indicated that the School of planning for COG.
Mayor Skibbie had asked
Criminal Justice "would do a
better Job" because "they are that the study cover 14 dif-

FROM THE SBX
AND
BEE GEE BOOK STORE

*a^*aa**aw^«*^p^F^

A FANTASTIC VOYAGE

Two Things Are Better On A
Water Bed ... One Of Them Is
Sleep!
NOW ON DISPLAY AT THE DEN

COME IN
AND TRY IT OUT
as seen on T.V. and Time magazine

No Apartment
Or Fraternity House
Should Be Without One

HUBtn
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Psychiatrists testify

Union head skeptical
MIAMI BEACH (AP)-One
of 17 AFL-CIO construction
union
presidents
aaid
yesterday he considers
President Niion'a hint of

wage-prace controls for the
Industry • political bluff-and
"we're calling hiswhole card."
S.
Frank
Raftery,
president of the Painters'

Union, said he was speaking
his own views, but that ha
believed most other building
trades chiefs shared hia
opinion.
"The President doesn't
want to impose wage-price
controls, he wants us to do It
voluntarily and that Just isn't
going to happen," Raftery
said In an interview.
Nixon called the union
leaders into the White Houae
Jan. It and gave them 30 days
to come up with a voluntary
plan to curb rising construction Industry costs.
Hinting at stronger action If
they didn't.
Raftery said a Nixon
emissary, Prof. John T.
Dunlop, had warned the
construction union leaders the
President could order a wageprice freeze and that this was
one of a number of alternatives being considered.
"Let Nixon Impose controls
if he wants to suffer the
political consequences," said
Raftery.
Secretary of Labor J. D.
Hodgson, due here to visit the
labor leaders tomorrow was
expected to bring further word
of White House plans to eaae
construction Industry coasts.
"At this point a freeze is
not iimninenet," said AFLCIO President George meany,
but "In a couple of days or
more It could change."
Nixon has broad authority
from Congress to Impose
wage-price controls under a
bill Congress enacted last
year, but a spokesman for
Hodgson, has said the
government wouldn't use it
Just on construction.
A plan to ask Congress to
enact something specific
applying to construction was
being
considered,
the
government spokesman said.

in Calley proceedings

Nawaphelo by Cord, Gal'

DRIP...drip...drip...drip...drop.

Nixon weighs wages
WASHINGTON (AP) President Nixon will be ready
to consider a wage-price
freeze on the construction
Industry next week if a
voluntary agreement is not
reached by then, a White
House
spokesman said
yesterday.
The President will assess
the situation when Secretary
of Labor James D. Hodgson
returns from the annual AFLCIO convention In Florida
where he will talk with leaders
of the building trades union.
He also will consult with
Industry before reporting
back to Nixon, press secretary
Ronald L. Ziegler said et a
briefing.
The President talked with

Hodgson
by
telephone
Tuesday before the cabinet
officer left for Florida.
"The President's hope
from the very beginning was
to persuade union and
management to agree on a
voluntary freeze," Ziegler
said.
He said Nixon "Is still
firmly opposed to wage and
price controls" and that he Is
not considering a wage and
price freeze in
the construction industry at this time.
However, Ziegler left open
the possibility the President
might depart from this policy
for the construction industry
alone if voluntary controls are
not forthcoming.
George Meany, AFL-CIO

president, and other officials
said they did not think it would
be practical, workable or fair
to consider controls on one
industry alone.
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey
(D-Minn.), pledged to union
leaders in Miami Beach
Tuesday that he would fight
any move by the White House
to impose controls on the
industry.
In his annual economic
report to Congress, Nixon
expressed his strongest
rejection to date of wage and
price controls as a way to
combat inflation, saying "free
prices and wages are at the
heart of our economic
system."

ZAP!
WAWR
93.S FM
Piogtaitiv*
Rock at 7:30 P.M.

FT. BENNTNG, Ga. (AP) Al My Lai, Lt. William I..
Calley Jr., "did not feel as if
he was killing humans but
rather that they were the
enemy with whom he could not
apeak or relate," his attorneys
said yesterday.
The statement was contained In a background profile
of the lieutenant prepared by
the defense and presented to
two psychiatrists who testified
about
hia
ability
to
premeditate the murder of
Vietnamese civilians.
Calley, 27, is accused of 102
such deaths in a search and
destroy mission on the village
nearly three years ago.
The statement, only parts
of which were heard In open
court, was a preview of
Calley's own testimonyexpected later this week or
early next week.
He is also quoted as ordering Paul Meadlo, a soldier
in his platoon, to shoot and
"took part himself in the
shootings on two occasions."
The psychiatrists,
testifying out of the hearing of
the Jury, were asked to formulate
opinions
about
Calley's mental state on the
basis of the statements.
"In a sense, he was acting
automatically as he was
taught to do," said Dr. Wilber
A. Hamman, Arlington, Va.
He was not able to
evaluate and determine the
consequences of taking livesof
the villagers,"
Hamman
said. "His foresight wasn't
there-and foresight is one of
the most important funcions of
the brain." Hamman and
another psychiatrist, Dr.

David Crane of Indianapolis,
both said Calley's ability to
think was limited "by his
anxiety and tension stress."
Soldiers in Vietnam,
Hamman said,"don't think in
terms of killing. They think in
terms of destroying."
"Lt. Calley was not considering much of anything
except to act and do," Crane
said.
The statement said that in
the four hours of killing in the
village, Calley was "hyper or
psyched up."
But when it was all over
and he was having lunch, the
statement said, "he waa
feeling fully alert and not
fatigued."

Ethnic Studies
offers classes
third quarter
The Ethnic Studies Center
in conjunction with the
English and speech departments is offering four new
courses for spring quarter.
The courses that deal
primarily with the Black
experience
are
Black
Literature
i poetry ,--372;
African I.iterature-372; Mass
Media and Minority Oroups300; and American Studies400.
For more information on
the specific courses, sheck the
course schedule sheet or
contact the Ethnic Studies
Center at 372-2796 or 372-2797

$150 grant awarded
Dr.
Ronald
Stoner,
associate professor of physics,
will supervise the research.
Preliminary
work
and
practice will take place this
quarter, while the actal
research will not begin until
spring quarter.

The University's chapter of
the Society of Physics
Students (SPS) has received
one of 12 national grants
distributed by the Bendlx
Corp. Awards program.
The )1S0 grant will support
research by SPS members
concerning
the
crystal
structure with x-ray of solid
methane gas at 4.2 degrees
above absolute zero.
All
research will be conducted in
the Overman Hall physics
tabs.

Dr. Edgar B. Singleton of
the University's physics
department serves as faculty
advisor for SPS, a physics
interest group composed
mainly of undergraduates.

DAIRY QUEEN
SALE
Footlonqs 30c Normally 40c
Shakes & Malts 30« Normally 40<

THE
"PEASANT"
BOOT
Your new crinkle-stretch boot!
The very latest concept In skintight, high fashion footwear.
Crinkle patent white with multicolored stitching or black with
multi-colored stitching. $26.
MICH ON
Mil IHM1

■mciivi

Feb.18
TMtU

Sale Days
This Thursday & Friday
11 to 6 Doily

Dairy Queen 434 E. Wooste,

2nd ANNUAL

CARIBBEAN
HOLIDAY
FREEPORT
in

Feb.20

VANILLA
ICE CREAM
STIIUNO }% II. LOAI

CRUNCH BARS.

OQC

BREAD.^2/49' MI.39'
Wt riwvt the right
to limit quantities.

<228

&.3*i

iOWLING OtffN TO tOWUNO OMEN

famous for

MAtCH tv-MAJtCH 24

Jredinenf

LASALLE*S

Sign up now Union Activities Office
Deadline More n 1st.
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Students to visit Boston , Hartford

BG sponsors job search
When the Arabian prophets
of yesteryear deckled it was
best to bring Mohammed to
the mountains, instead of the
mountains to him, they had no
Idea that Bowling Green
University seniors would be
putting the same principle to
test.
Education majors at
Bowling Green are being
offered the opportunity to
participate in a one week
organized job search in the
Boston (Mass.) and Hartford
(Conn.) areas. Sponsored by
the college's Office of Career
Planning & Placement Services, transportation, lodging

and interviews with 31 different school representatives
have been arranged during
the University's quarter
break-March It through the
24th.
"It's a first," reports
James L. Galloway, director
of Career Planning and
Placement Services. "To my
knowledge, there isn't another
university in the country that
has attempted a project such
as this."
Taking into account the
geographical preferences
students have shown when
exploring job opportunities,
coupled with the depressed

Local motel refuses
to confirm reservation

■

Anocio»«d Proas Wire-photo

SOUTH VIETNAMESE TROOPS look inside a U.S. Army Medivac
helicopter that was shot down Sunday near Snuol, Cambodia, while
flying in to pick up South Vietnamese wounded. The pilot was killed
and the co-pilot injured.

Register lists 25 students
Twenty-five BGSU
students have been included in
the second 1970 edition of the
National Student Register, a
biographical listing of outstanding undergraduates
from more than a thousand
colleges across the country.
The 6,000 students listed in
the directory were selected
with an eye to "evidence of
present or potential national
prominence," according to the
publisher,
as well as
achievement in a variety of
activities and a high level of
proficiency in a single area.
The Tiard-back books are
sent to libraries, corporation
recruiters, publications,
historians,
and
other
organizations interested in

keeping track of promising
talent and potential community leaders.
The 25 students from
Bowling Green constitute the
largest number of students
from any one of the 39 Ohio
colleges represented in the
directory.
Included in the listings
from BGSU are:
Thomas W. Carlton, Roger
A. Coate, Sue N. Diesem,
Gerald L.Dillingham, Kenneth V. Eckhart, Beverly A.
Evans, Elaine M. Fortney,
Eric A. Furry, Richard M.
Harris, Steven D. Harris,
James W. Lane. Bruce C.
Mabee, Rodney S. Matto.
Michael R. Munholland,
Larry O. Nighswander,
Robert J. Pietrick, Francis P.

Theater group to stage
James Thurber play
A handsome prince, a
beautiful princess, an evil
duke and a mysterious
character known as the Golux
will be featured Feb. 20 and 21
in an adaptation of James
Thurber's children's play
"The Thirteen Clocks."
Originally written as a
sliort story, the script was
adapted by Frank Lowe into a

sensitive
and
sincere
dramatic study that allows
children to experience, create
and use their imaginations.
The play will be presented
at 7:30 p.m. in the Joe E.
Brown Theatre, University
Hall. General admission is 50
cents. The box office will be
open one hour before show
time.

See The
Windjammers
AT THE AIRPORT
BG's Finest Will Be Playing
Every Weekend At The

BLUE HORIZON
ROOM

Pittman, Richard J. Raeon,
Mark J. Riesman, Janice F.
Schnack, Mary E. Sembach,
Timothy B. Strawn, Gregory
D. Thatch, Philip D. Weller,
and Barbara K. Wildenhaus.

A couple who attempted to
make a reservation at the
Angel Motel N. Main St. early
Sunday morning were refused
the room when they arrived IS
minutes after calling to make
the reservation.
Lorna and Marris Waugh,
a black couple from Detroit,
weretold by the manager that
he did not rent rooms at that
hour when they got to the
motel, according to Mrs.
Debra
McCurdy,
Mrs.
Waugh's sister.
All the parties involved
indicated they were considering further action, but no
definite plans were disclosed
by any of them.
The police were called in
by the manager when the
Waugh couple returned to the
motel with Mrs. McCurdy and
her husband, Barry.
The manager of the motel

Players hold auditions
The Black Swamp Players,
a community theater group, is
having auditions for its third
production, "The American
Dame," by Philip Lewis. The
play was a 1963 Broadway
show.
Auditions are scheduled for
Friday, Feb. 19, from 7:309:30 p.m., and Saturday, from
1-3 p.m. at Petti's Alpine
Village, in the third floor

theater loft.
The auditions are open to
aU BGSU students, faculty
and staff. Parts available
include three females, two
males and one piano player.
"The American Dame"
will be presented on April 24
and 25. The production is
being directed by Jerome
Bird, a producer at WBGUTV.

FINEST STEAK
IN TOWN

refused to comment on what
had happened, but said the
facts
were
being
misrepresented.
The police report said the
manager told them the subject
in question had stayed at the
motel at another time. When
he departed, the report said,
he refused to pay a part of his
bill so the room was refused
this time.

Literary
supplement
Poets of the world,
unite!
Now's your
chance to get back at
that Number 9 editor
who won't run the
products
of
your
creative minds on the
arts page.
Sometime around the
end of this quarter, we
hope to run a Literary
Supplement.
This
special section contains
poetry, short stories,
creative art work and
photography.
Send contributions to
the BG News, 106
University Hall.

employment picture.
The trip is planned at a
Galloway feels this unique time when school systems
venture is a logical thing to do. should be aware of what their
"When you think about it," specific needs are for next
he said, "the trip is just good fall. Bowling Green students,
common sense. Think of the by being on-the-scene, will
student as a product we wish greatly enhance their chances
to market. To sell, it must be of securing a position.
made available to those who
Traveling as a group will
wish to buy. Hopefully, the make it possible to have
consumers will be the school credentials
Immediately
personnel administrators in available for the employers a
the Boston Hartford areas." students wishes to interview.
Because of the travel A delay of these papers,
arrangements made, the tour necessary for evaluation
is being limited to 44 teacher purposes, has sometimes
candidates. The cost of the resulted in a candidate losing
week long trip is 1115, and out on a position that might
includes everything but food have otherwise been his.
allowance.
And while on-campus in"You can't travel any terviewing provides the
cheaper, or find a more employer and potential
convenient way to look for a teacher a means of inteaching job, than this troduction, almost all schools
program," Galloway feels. require a candidate to visit
"The trip has been planned with them on location. The
with economy, efficiency and Career
Planning
and
enjoyment for the student in Placement tour has been
designed to accomplish both of
mind."
Those participating in the these objectives in a week's
program should find it to their time.
On Thursday morning,
liking for a variety of reasons:
It will provide students an March 18, the group will leave
opportunity to form their own Bowling Green and travel by
impressions, and observe bus to Boston. The next day,
first-hand the schools and representatives from seven
communities they are con- area schools w ill be brought to
sidering to teach and live in. the Marriot Hotel, where the

tour will stay.
All will get acquainted and
provide general Information
in the morning,followed by
individual interviews that
afternoon. Time is scheduled
on Saturday for follow-up
interviews, tours of school
systems, and meeting with
other key administrators
when interest in a candidate is
established.
The tour is scheduled to
leave Boston on Sunday and
travel to Hartford, staying at
the Shoreham West Hotel. As
before, the same two day
interview-visitation
format
will be conducted, with 24
schools represented.
Leaving Hartford Wednesday. March 24, the group
will return to Bowling Green
that evening.
"We
have
received
tremendous cooperation from
all the schools contacted for
this program," Galloway said.
"They seem delighted about
the opportunity to interview
Bowling Green candidates,
and are pleased with the
unique approach.
Students
wishing
to
register for the trip can do so
by visiting the Office of Career
Planning and Placement
Services.

Student groups aid at registration
By Damon Berk
Issue Editor
Omega Phi Alpha service
sorority and the Registration
Review Committee of Student
Council are teaming up to help
frustrated freshmen overcome
some
of
their
registration problems.
A table will be set up
Friday and Monday at the far
end of the Grand Ballroom to
help freshmen find alternatives for closed courses,
according to Elaine Fortney,

committee chairman.
"Last quarter we were able
to clear up problems in two
minutes that would take them
an hour of running around
campus to settle," she said.
"I think it is ridiculous for
a student to have to run all
around campus trying to get
into a closed class," Miss
Fortney said. "So we direct
them to the nearest phone."
She said they will also try
to help students find classes to
fill out group requirements if
the course they want i s closed.

GRAND

She said last quarter there
was a lack of student help for
students in business administration and anybody who
is an interested in helping
should stop by and volunteer.
"We want juniors and
seniors who have been
through registration and know
thr problems," Miss Fortney
said. "Since most of us are
girls, almost everybody is in
education and nobody knows
about
business
administration."

BJestem 0nto#

Cocktails Served

KAUFMAN'S
DOWNTOWN
163 S.MAIN

Bowling Green, Ohio
Kitchen Open
Til 12:30 AM.

DRopiMfcBWWft

9-1
At Toledo Express
Special Seafood Smorgasboard Friday
R»lo«, tfotch tho Jott, Lough ond Sing With Tho
"Croup on lh« Movo
No Co-*.

COME PARTY WITH
THE
MARKETING CLUB
TONIGHT 8:00 PM
Directions Available
In Marketing Office

Sotisfa'tion Guaranteed Or Your money Baikl

fithtJ

Free-Members 50< Non-Members

FCKSOMEGKlKTJCCb
PHONE 352-7571

Got Hiflk lefort The Gigolo
■

■

^pj^
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PUZZLE

Magazine refutes charges
NEW YORK (AP) Widely
"Even one victim of not being directly threatened
reported charges that police deliberate police murder by those men." The two
have murdered 28 Black would be too many, but if victims were Bobby Mutton in
Panthers in a national scheme twenty-eight Panthers had Oakland, Calif, and Fred
to "commit genocide" are not been murdered by the police Hampton in Chicago, he said.
Garry made his charges in
supported
by the ascer- in two years, as Garry
and
many commenting to newsmen on
tainable facts, according to a claimed
New Yorker magazine article. publications reported, it might the deaths of Hampton and
Edward J. Epstein, the indeed represent a pattern of Mark Clark who were killed
author who investigated the systematic destruction," when Chicago police raided
the
Black
Panther
charges, says the news media Epstein wrote.
generally failed to check the
He concluded from his own headquarters in that city on
"genocide" allegations made investigation that "there are Dec. 4, 1969.
Garry was quoted as
by Charles R. Garry, chief two cases in which Black
counsel and spokesman for the Panthers were killed by saying Hampton and Clark
Black Panther party.
policemen whose lives were were "in fact the 27th and 28th
Kelax In 'Hocking Chair' Comfort!

Bo.I,n0 C.n, Ohio — T.. 352-0245
Now

p

laying

L've. at 7:15 —
Sat. & Sun. Mat 2:20

fcve. 9:30 — Sat.
& Sun. Mat 4:40

"'BORSALINO SCORES!

"ONE OF THE YEARS
BEST FILMS! -JJRJaXl

L.l ll Suffice To Soy
Thol "IF" ll A
Matlerplecel Playboy

But when asked for a list of
the victims, Epstein wrote,
Garry could supply only 20
names including 19 Panthers.
Of these, he reported, only 10
cases involved police officers.
In New Haven, where he is

.00.

"ANGRY. TOUGH AND
FULL OF STING!" ,«
"A PICTURE YOU MUST
SEE THIS YEAR IS lf_"
PARAMOUNT PICTUfitS
AftKMOKIAL LNTFRPRSFS FILM

if_

General Electric grant
A $5,000 General Electric
Foundation grant for continuing studies in productive
utilization of members of
minority groups has been
awarded to
University
psychology professor Dr.
Patricia C. Smith.
The grant, one of 52 administered to private and
public colleges and universities, began July 1, 1970, and
may be renewed yearly for
four years.
Dr. Smith, whose field is
industrial psychology, is attempting to measure job

Hope You Had
A

HAPPY DAY,
AUNT MABEL

MAPAWMMORfB**

c;p«t>

jCiriernai)
Bowlln, Green, Ohio -- T.I. 352-0265

HELD OVER2nd HIT WEEK
L-'ve. - 7:25,9:30 - Sat. 8. Sun Mat
2:05.3:45.5:30
n
'LOVE STORY'IS A PHENOMENON!
Time Magazine

"'LOVE STORY* is probably
as sophisticated as any
commercial American movie
ever made! It is beautiful!
And romantic!"

nnetntcano»
Me* York Times

"ONE OF THE TEAR'S 10 BEST!"
Wanda Hair New York Daily News

""«.•"- —
Mi Mac6 raw • Ry in O'Neal ^,'M 'xwowi
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John Mariey & Ray Milland
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ACROSS
I Inclined
w.ilk.
& Chastise*.
Hi Terrier.
M ASMHII
silkworm.
15 Cloud I
eoinh. form.
lOHend,
17 Judge's
bench,
IX Made of ii
reread
l!l Western
rlly.
2ii Worried,
22 I'rolll.
21 Healthy.
2."i Disrobe.
20 Hoi.

defending Panther leader
Bobby Seale on murder,
kidnap
and
conspiracy
charges, Garry said Tuesday
that using an inflated figure
was justified if it called attention to "even one death" of
a Panther slain by police
without good cause.

Your lovin' Phis
THE BROTHERS OF
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
CONGRATULATE
Jetl and Debbie
Greg and Ba<b
Scott and Mary Beth
John and Kothy
D
ete and Susie
Dove and Barbie
Kick and *end
Scott and Janice
Mike and Lynn
Steve and Cathy
Dan and Vicki
Floid and Deloris
fuss and Cathy
Eric and paulette

Engaged
Lavoliered
Lavaliered
p
inned
Engaged
Married
Lavolie.ed
Lavaliered
Married
p
inned
Lavaliered
Engaged
Engaged
Pinned

satisfaction of workers hard
core who have been employed.
"We will also examine nonhard core workers to discover
possible mutual problems of
the two groups. Dr. Smith
said.

TO?
DO •
TOPaY
"TRIAL MARRIAGES"
Will be the topic discussed
at 6 p.m. in the Main I.ounge,
Prout Hall. The discussion is
sponsored in conjunction with
the University's Human
Sexuality Symposium.
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"SEX, PORNOGRAPHY
AND VIOLENCE:
WHATEVER TURNS
Will be the topic discussed
by L. Uinilniin of the Popular
Culture Center at 6 p.m. in the
Main Lounge, Ashley Hall.
The program is sponsored in
conjunction
with
the
University's Human Sexuality
Symposium.
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Solution to Yrstrrday's I'uulr

CRYPTOGRAM

"DECISION-MAKINGPHE-MARITAL SEX'
Will be the topic discussed
by Rev. James Bacek and Dr.
Irwin Silverman of the
psychology department at 6
p.m. in the Main lounge,
Prout Hall. The program is
sponsored in conjunction with
the University's Human
Sexuality Symposium.
"PUBLIC EDUCATION AND
HUMAN SEXUALITY"
Will be the topic discussed
by Or Trevor Phillips at 6
p.m. in the Main I,ounge.
Ashley Hall. The program is
sponsored in conjunction with
the University's Human
Sexuality Symposium.
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By Betty Leary

BG professor receives

"GO!-FOR THE FURY.
FORCE AND FUN OF

if

•MIUM* rlNirTVft rM

Panthers murdered by the
police" and that the deaths
and raids were "part and
package of a national scheme
by various agencies of the
government to destroy and
commit
genocide
upon
members of the Black Panther Party."
Epstein said that Garry
explained to him in September
1970 that he chose the figure 28
"because that 'seemed to be a
safe number;' he added that
he believed 'the actual
number of Panthers murdered
by the police is many times

that figure'."
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ll\ Kdward S. Lloyd
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Ycslerduy's cryirtograni: Gllilcd cages: some
ldgld>-inortgngiHl and

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION

"YOU CANT STAY
IN BEDFOREVER"

Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Prout Chapel. All students are
welcome.

Will be the topic discussed
by Dr. Robert Stout at 9 p.m.
in the enclosed lounge, Kohl
Hall. The program is sponsored in conjunction with the
University's Human Sexuality
Symposium.

"FEMALESEXUAL
RESPONSE"
Will be the topic discussed
by Mr. and Mrs. Callahan at 8
p.m. in the cafeteria. Mac
Donald East Hall.
The
program is sponsored in
conjunction
with
the
University's Human Sexuality
Symposium

"FEMAIiC SEXUAL
RESPONSE"
Will be the topic discussed
by Miss Myrna J. Sidwell
iWHPEl and Gene Keil
lUCF) at 9 p.m. in the Main

WIZARD OF ID

CIMII)

modern homes.

Lounge, Conklin Hall. The
program is sponsored in
conjunction
with
the
University's Human Sexuality
Symposium.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANACHRONISM. INC.
Will meet at 7:45 p.m. in
the Wayne Room, Union. This
will be the last meeting before
the tourney Saturday and
everyone going to East
[.arising should try to come.
Bring all equipment; there
will be sword and dance
practice.

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

DAYTONA BEACH

s\

Now Showing
at 7 and 9:15

"Xifiti

Sat. Sun. Mat at 2 and 4:30

Summit! Motor Inn
Ocean Front
Rooms and Apartments

CLaSSIFIED

[They stood together to claim a dream'

^k

WALT DISNEY .....HI...

THMWtipCbUlMV vl
TfCHNicoton' o«»

JjfaW—

FROM S53/WEEK

°lus "Volt Tisney's Dad Lan I Borrow The Car'

MCY II PRESENTS
Feb. 16,17,18,19,20
7:30 and 10:00 »M

Ride needed lo linn Friday
11th Call Jeanie 372-5983

Olympia Pool
Central Location
CALL:
869-0322
Escape International

* per person

201 Hayes
No One Under 18 Admitted
Open to Students. Faculty and Guests

come down.
Cheryl

If Interested Call
353-6163 After 6:00

UAO
MARDI GRAS
Moon Light Bowling
Friday aid Saturday
7-11 p«

40( A

UM

If You Gtt A Strike Y'h.n
A Special Ked Pin Comes
Up As The Head Pin You
Win a Free Gome

Need ride lo Of Feb 19 Will
P»y Call Kyle 2-5200
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
WATERBEDS. Calif.
Distributor seeks enterprising
student to display and retail
Waterbeds Read pg 1 of the
Feb. 8 issue of Tune. Then
Write today for details Gary
Hall. PO Box 11223 Palo Alto.
Calif. 94301

Angel l,ove.

Did you kn<m thai U.A.O.
sponsors bowling leagues and
card tournaments''

Is There A Talented Interpretive Dancer In St.
Thomas More Parish? Call
354-0683 after 3
MIKA1.. You finally got what
you deserve! Wasn't il worth
the wait! She's really great!
Way lo go l.iitle Brother-Dag
Congrats Debbie and Mike
and Bev and Doug on your Sig
Ep Lavalierings' It's fantastlc--What else can I
say "Good Luck k Best
Wishes! Donna

COIJ£GE SENIORS: Are
you graduating into unemployment,
We need ten
people with leadership ability Rick and Cheryl: You've only
who enjoy working with and just begun. Congratulations
helping other people Why not on your A Phi O Pinning. John
call for an Interview 353-1884 and Kathy
after 4
To rry owl that eats cherry
Beginning adult ballet. In- Pies: Happiness is knowing
terested coeds call 354-4811
you'll be my valentine
forever. All my love, your
PERSONAIS
Hungartan Twirler
Dr. Galbreath's
Seminar:
'The World of Herman
Hesse" will be offered again
spring quarter.
Thursday
evenings 7 30-9 30pm Call 2181 or come to Office of
Experimental Studies

Congratulation* on your D.G.
Phi Delt pmninii Kemeinhrr its
the second time around the
circle

141 111 Val

THE MAGICAL MYSTERY
TOUR is now de-part-DEAD'
Congratulations Boro and
Schmucker' S, D, D.
Congrats Doug d Bev and
Tom « Nancy on your recent
lavslierlngs Mike a Deb
Thsnx for the wonderful
evening Randy! . Score:
Pledgu.1. Pork...l
Grapplers: Excellent victory
over Kent. Get set to give
Western "the Claw'' this
Saturday.
PROB1.EMS finding a place to
live?
Trouble
with
subleasing! Conflicts w-the
landlord?
Call Student
Housing Assoc. 2-2968
Harry. Congrats on your A Phi
O Pinning. Maude
FOR SALE OR RENT

Joanle:
Congrats on your
pinning with Robin! AX love
and ours. Claudia and Barb
Flea Market Sunday. Feb. 11,
104 Portage. Ohio.

Deb, someone had to take my
l are available Call 2- "Brother" away-I'm glad II
2801 Counseling Center 310 waa you!!! Congrats Dag
Student Sarrtow
Congrats lo Joe and Michelle
MARY-Glad to see you're on your Larattering. Sig Ep
finally flying high; Don't

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Chen sets and inab-ucOon
books on the game. PHIUP
MORTON
Contemporary
Jeweler, HI W Wooster
Must Sell Ricoh n 7-45 mm
Call SSMIM MAKE OFFER!
Used records and record
player. Albums 82-oest price
tor r. player
354-3181

For Sale: Magnavox stereo 2
months old orig. price 8530Must sell at any price Make
an Offer PH 352-7120
For Sale: '64 Plymouth 4 door
sdn. VI. auto. Runs nice Call
after 6 352-6377
For Sale. 1970 Honda
Scrambler 350 cc's. I mo. old.
1 owner Call Bob 353-1093

1 girl needed (or Wooster St
apt. spr qtr $56 per mo. 353MH
M. roommate wanted at
Valentine Apt call 352-0753
WANTED: 1 man apt for spr
qtr call LOW 352-0187
M-roommate wanted spring k
summer qtr -352-8317

Basement Sale: Fri. Feb. 19 Apartment to sublet imIfc5. 948 Falrview. Pool table. mediately 352-5364
Early American TV, chairs.
Elec. trolllngmotor, table,
chairs, bedroom suit clothing, Available Immediately Apt
219 Thursun Manor Call 351many other items.
5435 or 352-7868 4-7 p.m
Dynaco SCA4B amplifier 3528814 after 5:10
For Sale Gemeinhardt Hute
1150 factory Reconditioned
new case call 352-5435 430-7
p.m.
Newly built 2 bedroom
apartments near university
Year Lease starting June 15
completely furnished for 4
students at M per student
Phone 353-7311
Girl needed for apL spr. andor summer 351-7114 altar S
Winthrop Terrace now taking
reservations for summer
rental 1 and 1 bedroom
Apartments furnished Air
Conditioning 1 Pool 352-S135
M or F r-male needed 3rd
Quarter. Brian or Jim 1-2*19
BUI 2-2656 or 352-5891 after
11:30 p.m.

1 girl needed to replace 1 In 4
glr! apt. Call 352-5732 Lynn
Newlove Apia. 2nd St
F-rmt needed' now or spring
Call 352-5756
Rooms lor spring term for
males 354-85M
1. 2. 3 M. H-mates needed
spring Qtr. 352-0861
Men March, June I Sept 3518941
Hurry! Apt. needs one girl for
spring qtr Many sdvsntagea.
Call 352-0914 altar 4 p.m
URGENT!
ATTENTION: furnished apt
for only 843 a mo! Two female
roommates needed-IB] 9M
2-man turn, apt available for
June. Reserve now Hl-5334
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Falcon wrestlers
flip the flashes
in first MAC win
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"It's not what you do../it's how you do it
By Vin Mannix
AuUlanl Sport* Editor
"Hi...are you Mn. Martin?"
"Yes...are you from the BG
Newt?"
"Uh-huh. .wooow, is that
them?"
"Pardon'...is that who?"
"Thatsa nlce...uuuhhh, I
mean Is this the women's
gymnastics team?"
Indeed it is. Ten lovely
young and graceful coeds who
could fool you as being
somebody's dance troup.
That includes their coach,
Mrs. Connie Martin who is the
former Connie Hartley, Miss
BGSU of 1969.
'"Women don't have the
power of men in gymnastics, so
they rely more on leverage,
and momentum," she explained.
"The .girl is
developing the beauty of her
body movement."
"When a girl begins
training, she has to be flexible,
has to have endurance,
strength, and weight control.
Each of the girls that made
the team had to lose five to ten
pounds."
Besides the familiar "duel
of the diet" these basicsare
combined with talent and
rtoned into routines which
make for what Connie said is

"women's most demanding
sport"
Their first meet is
tomorrow away against Ball
State, and they've been
working out for it since the
fall. Up until the time they
finally got to use the women's
south gym, they worked out
on, of all places, the marble
floors of Memorial Hall.
"We signed up for the
men's gym originally, but
evidently the men signed up
for the same time," Connie
explained, and complicating
things further, "both teams
received permission to use the
men's gym from two different
authorized people."
So the girls wound up In the
cold, or rather, on the cold
hard floors of Memorial Hall.
Now In the warmth of the
women's south gym, this troup
of ten is attempting to bring on
a "rebirth" in the women's
gymnastics program, under
"the new management" of
Connie Martin.
They only have a four week
season of official competition
all on the road, but they'll do
their stuff at the half time of
the Loyola-Bowling Green
game here this coming
Monday night.
Come on in and see one
honey of a show.
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photography by
BUI Mclntyre
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DRUG STORES

RE6. 1.00

Plastic
Brush
HAIR

ROLLERS
ASSORTED SIZES

SAVE EVEIYDAY WITH
GRAYS EVERYDAY

DISCOUNT
PRICES
Reg. 1.39

r'ropa-PH

Skin Lotion
6 oz.
BOTTLE

99

Gillette Dry Look
si.oo

DM

> •!. can

59*

39<
RfG. 69<

PLANTERS
Dry Roasted
PEANUTS
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BONNIE

1

AND
CLYDE
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FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY
6,8,10 pa

1*39

TAPE
1500 Inch Roll

Is i

1.59 SIZE

ANACIN
TABLETS

ADMISSION $1
MAIN
AUDITORIUM

BOTTLE
OF 100

FALCON PIZZA
Try Something Good:
Falcon
Pixia
9" 12" 16"

1.09 SIZE

ULTRA BRITE
Toothpaste
FAMILY SIZE pa «J^
REG. or MINT
c

ByMENNEN

^*^^BBJ

Extra Hold.
Regular

SHoi.

PLAZA STORE
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Try Something Fftw:
Sovt Our
Falcon Cards

NEW YORK (AP) Walter
Kennedy, commissioner of the
National
Basketball
Association, today disapproved the contract of Spencer
Haywood who had Jumped
from Denver of the American
Basketball Association to
Seattle of the NBA this season.
Kennedy said on the basis
of the decision of the Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco Tuesday he has
sent the following telegram to
the Seattle club:
"Spencer
Haywood's
player contract is hereby
disapproved on the ground
that he is not yet eligible to
play
in
the
National
Basketball Association."
"Any appearance by him
tonight or thereafter in, or in
connection with, an NBA
game, will be considered a
willful violation of the
provisions of the constitution
and by-laws of the NBA."
"This Is without prejudice

to any action the Board of
Governors may hereafter
lawfully take with respect to
Seattle's past conduct"
Kennedy stated that he is
not permitted under court

order to take any other
disciplinary action at this
time.
The
Supersonics
are
scheduled to meet Portland at
Seattle Wednesday night

Carl Yastrzemski signs
for reported 500 thou
WINTER HAVEN Fla. (AP) - Superstar Carl Yastrzemski
of the Boston Red Sox signed a three-year contract today that
may make him the highest paid player in professional baseball
history.
No figures were announced but Dick O'Connell, vice
president and general manager of the Red Sax, said the contract
makes Yastrzemski "the highest paid player In the American
League."
It was speculated that Yax could be getting $190,000 to
$200,000 for each year of the contract Other speculation was
that the three-year contract was for $900,000.
Yastrzemski and O'Connell said the new contract gave the
slugging outfielder-first baseman a "sizeable increase" over his
last contract which was for two years.
Yax said be was "very happy and relieved that now I can
concentrate on baseball."

CHAPMAN PRESENTS:

MID-AM ROOM
DANCE CONTEST

HAIR SPRAY

53 59

CRAY'S STADIUM

Try Something Now:
Falcon
Submarines

NBA chief cancels Haywood's act

352-121&
Open Fri A Sat
Until 3 AM

Friday, February 19th
In The Mid-Am Room
Come and Dance From 9-12
CONTEST AT 10:00
ALL PROCEEDS TO CHARITY!

